Thursday, December 16, 1971

Mayor

Spar tan 1 hilly

San Jose Mayor Norman Mineta will
speak tonight at 7 on urban politics,
in Education 312 at the invitation of
the Black Studies Department.
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No more
begging,
say Blacks
"We’re tired of going up to student
council to beg for money," said Skip
Bailey, former Shaka editor at the Pan
African Student Union meeting Wednesday night. The meeting was called
to discuss injustices committed against
black students on the campus.
Of the non -funding of Shaka, a Black
Studies Department publication, by the
A.S. government, Bailey said, "They
said it is instructionally -related to
Black Studies Department," but Reed
magazine (part of the English Department) was funded by A.S. government."
Chiquita Ector, SJS head yell leader.
said, "we spent about $300 on material.
we figured out the budget and we thought
we needed about $1,300 for transportation and everything, and they gave us
$99.99."
Miss Ector said she was most
incensed over an incident involving a
white male -yell leader, who could not
relate to what they were doing so she
took him off the squad.
Miss Ector said the yell leader
went to Councilman Bill Jeske and the
council voted to put him back on the
squad without discussing the matter
with her.
"Buck holds council in his hands"
and is the key to any kind of ^hange,
Councilman David Piper said at the
meeting.
"Black people helped Buck get elected, Buck has hired some Black women
to work in his office, but behind the
scenes he is a ’trip,’ Piper said.

This Daily is it
The paper in your hands is
the last Spartan Daily ever
to be published - in 1971.
The first issue for 1972
will appear January 4.
Classes will be held Friday and will resume Monday. January 3.

Here’s when you’ll register
Monday, Jan. 31
Hour

Juniors
Seniors
Last names
Q -R
S -T
U -Z
A B
C -I)
F

Hour
11
12:00
1
2
3
4

p. m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Seniors Tuesday, Feb. 1
G -H
I -K
L -M
N -P

8:30 a.m.
9:30a.m.
10:30a.m
11:30a.m

Graduate students
H -J
K-L
M -0
P -R

12:30 p.m.
1:30p.m.
2:30p.m.
3:30p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Thursday, Feb. 3
Juniors

T -V
W -V
A -B
W -Z
E -G

8:30a.m.
9:30a.m.
10:30 a.m.
11:30 a.m.
12:30 p.m.
1 p.m.

E -G
H -J
K -M
N -P
Q -R

Sophmores, Freshmen
2 p.m.
2:45p.m.
3:30p.m.
4:15p.m.

A -C
D -F
G -I
J -L

Wednesday, Feb. 2
Graduate Students

1:30p.m.
2:30p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

T -V
W -Z
A -B
C -D

Friday, Feb. 4
Sophmores, Freshmen

8:30a.m.

9:30 a.m
10:30 aim
11:30a.m.
12:30 p.m.

M-0
P -R
S -T
U -Z

8:30a.m.
9:15a.m.
10 a.m.
10:45 a.m.

Arrest warrants issued

Registration bad?
It may get better
SJS registration will have a new look
next semester, according to SJS Pres.
John H. Bunzel.
The procedure will be extended for
four full days instead of the customary
two and a half days, and will begin
Monday Jan. 31.
The extended registration period
should make lines shorter and the registration area less crowded, according
to Dr. Bunzel. "While the four -day
period may not make registration totally painless," he said, "it should make
the experience less frustrating."
President Bunzel called the changes
"only modest steps toward the day when
we have full computer capabilities.
That time is still at least a year away.
"Until we have more extensive computer facilities," he added, "we cannot
be truly innovative in our registration
procedures."
One innovation to be introduced this

spring is a packet of pre -punched cards
containing a student’s name, major,
class and other information.
As a student registers for a particular course, he will turn in one card
for each class he selects.
Two purposes will be served by the
procedure according to Dr. Ted W.
Benedict, SJS dean of academic planning.
One will be the formation of a class
list for firm registrations and standby
Another purpose will be
sign-ups.
to find students who signup for more
than the legal limit of units, I) r.
Benedict said, and to discourage students who register for many classes
and decide later which ones to take.
According to a Spartan Bookstore
spokeswoman, the spring semester
schedule of classes will be on sale
"in the middle of January."

Vacation-bound Council
overrides Buck veto
By PENNY SPAR
Daily Political Writer
Little action was taken yesterday
on financial and appointment matters
by a vacation -bound and drinking A.S.
Council.
A presidential veto by Mike Buck
on last weeks’ $1,500 allocation for the
publication of Reed magazine overriden
in a 13-0-2 vote, was the only major
action taken during the fourhour meeting.
Bucc pointed out that the allocation was a budget transfer item from
Experimental College for the magazine
and would need the signitures of the
student president, and the college preHowever, Councilman Andy
sident.
McDonald informed him that the override was a mandate from council for
Buck’s signature and the matter now
rests with President John H. Bunzel.
However, Buck’s two other vetos
’stood.
A veto for $1,806.59 for the water
polo team’s trip to the SCAA championships.
He explained that there

is a reserve account in the Athletic
Department of over $4,000 which the
needed funds could come from.
Buck told council "it should not bail
out groups which have difficulties managing their own finanacil affairs."
A veto of $1,000 membership dues
for the California State College Student
President’s Association. Buck stated
he had no interest in belonging to the
group; and noted that former A.S.
presidents Dick Miner and James
Edwards were inactive in the group.
In other action, judicial appointments were tabled until after vacation
when one applicant told council he had
not been interviewed.
Dave, Long ex -councilman, explained that he was unaware he was
supposed to set up his own interview,
and had not been contacted by the
personnel selection officer, Brenda
Johnson.
Ms. Johnson stated that she tried to
contact Long and had been unable to do
so by the time the interviews had
ended.

after intramural fight
By MARK SIMON
Daily Staff Writer
Warrants have been issued for the
arrest of James Bouldin, Charles Pryor
and Jessie Hampton, SJS Campus
Security has announced.
Charged with assault and battery,
and disturbing the peace, the charges
stem from an alleged fight two weeks
ago last Tuesday night aTter an intramural basketball gave.
Security officials report as of Tuesday they are allowing time for the suspects to surrender voluntarily.
Bail for the three has been set at
$250 apiece.
The incident involved alleged altercation, claimed in a Security report,
between Bouldin, Pryor, and Hampton
and officials of the intramural basketball tournament.
Listen by Security as the victims
are Jim Olsen, 221 Harrold Ave., Santa
Clara; Jim Tisano, 467 S. Eighth St.,
and Lawrence Reid, 400 S. 13th St.
The Security account of the situation contended that Bouldin, a member
of the intramural team Village Warriors, confronted Olsen, student supervisor of the tournament, and complained
about mistreatment during the season.
He then, Security claims, hit Olsen
three times in the face with his fist.
What reportedly followed was a scuffle,
lasting 30 seconds, in which Security
contends that Tisano and Reid were
struck by Hampton and Pryor.
A meeting was held between victims
and suspects with Don DuShane, assistant to the dean of student services,
Tuesday. Participants declined to comment on the meeting.
Concerning the cause of the incident,
Dr. Dan Unruh, intramurals supervisor
contends, "We’ve been as fair as we can
to help them."
Charles Edwards, Village Warriors
captain, reacted, "lie’s (Unruh) been
hassling us all year."

Edwards’ charges against the intra murals officials included undue harass ment, shaved points, slanted refereeing, and game rigging.
"On numerous occasions they
threatened to put us out of the league.
They accused us of manhandling the refs
and said we had our opponents literally scared," Edwards claimed.
In response to the charges, Dr.
Unruh stated yesterday he wished to
make no comment.
He asserted he
wasn’t "even going to stoop to their
level," and contended the comments by
Edwards were simply an attempt at
"newspaper exhibition."
Previously, Dr. Unruh reported that
the Intramurals Department had "bent
over backwards with them."
"The whole thing is that we didn’t
even want to play anymore. They would
give us the sloppiest referees, even
cheat us on the clock," Ed wards
charged.
He stated that several attempts to
deal with Olsen resulted in coolness.
Edwards painted a picture of biased
referees, the scorekeeper shaving
points, and a conspiracy that resulted
in the Village Warriors losing their
semi-finals playoff.

"Even if we did our best, we couldn’t
beat them. We had to play along with
the refs’ game," he said. After their
losses, league officials "ran out on the
court and congratulated the other
team," Edwards said.
In a final charge, Edwards stated
that Unruh gave all referees the telephone number of Security with instructions to call them "if any of the Black
teams got out of hand.
They had
Security at all our games just waiting
for trouble to start."
Concerning the altercation following
the final game, a double overtime match
the Village Warriors lost by three
points, Ed wards stated that Olsen
"brought it on himself." He contended
that the supervisors "int im i dated
people, they were happy we lost. We
knew we were going to lose."
"That’s just their attitude," Dr.
Unruh commented last week. "There
are many kinds of people in this world,
some are bitter, some aren’t. some are
angry, some aren’t.
This group of
men happen to be angry young men."
"When asked to elaborate Dr. Unruh
contended that they’re angry "because
they’re Black and we’re White."

Tuition protest set
SJS foreign students have scheduled
a rally for .1an. 3 to protest the tuition boost on Jan. 3, 1972, at noon
at the College Union patio.
During the vacation they will hold
several meetings to determine actions
to take before and during the rally.
In other tuition developments, class
action lawsuit filed by International
Students Association of California
(ISAC) has resulted in a temporary

restraining order on paying the deferred portion of foreign students’
tuition.
The initial hearing is scheduled on
Jan. 26 at Los Angeles Superior Court.
The suit charges the increased tuition from $20 per unit to $37 per unit
for foreign students attending California State Colleges violated the 14th
Amendment’s equal protection clause.

Dave Thurber

Maybe this time....

A well-known sign of the season is the pinata, a brightly
decorated container filled with treats which spill out when
Here a tiny tot from the
the container is cracked open.
Home Ec Child Lab takes a hefty swing in order to start
the goodies flowing.
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discuss questions is the foundation
stone of American living
--Herbert Hoover
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Pam Strandberg
Bob Pellerin
Barbara Evans
Joyce Krieg
Ben Reed
Steve Papinchak
Gene MeHone

Letter to the editor

Credit where credit’s due
Editor:
Contrary to popular belief,
Winter Carnival is not, I repeat,
not a function put on by the Ski
club.
It is, in fact, an activity
sponsored and put on by the A.S.
This year’s Winter Carnival
will be held at Squaw Valley from
Jan. 23-28 during semester break.
Activities will include skiing, ski
races, ice skating, ice hockey,
dancing (band is the Chosen Few)
and other events yet to be scheduled.

By Bettina Aptheker and Jack Kurzweil

editor

Absolute freedom of the press to

Vol. 59

Guest Room

Pam Strandberg
The trial of Angela Davis is
not set to begin Jan. 31 in San
Jose.
Angela Davis has been in jail
now for well over a year. She
has been convicted of absolutely
She has been denied
nothing.
bail although there is nothing in
California law to prevent her release on bail --unless, of course,
one is to presume her guilt prior
Even the Chief Proto trial.
bation Officer of the Mann County
i on Department recomP r otab
mended her release on bail and
informed the Court of his belief
that Angela Davis would not flee
its jurisdiction.
Although Angela is accused of
a capital offense, California law,
and federal law provide for bail

Thus, for exin such cases.
ample, Stanley Duke, a Los
Angeles sportscaster, who admits
to the killing of his ex-wife’s boyfriend, is charged with murder and
is out on $50,000 bail. Lt. William Calley, who has been convicted of the premeditated murder
of 22 Vietnamese civilians, has
been released to his quarters
pending the outcome of his appeal.
The California Civil Liberties
Union, in filing an amicus brief
on Angela Davis’ behalf pointed
out that "if the trial judge is
satisfied that conditional release
will assure presence then the
A
accused must be released.
contrary rule.. would undermine
the presumption of innocence in
violation of the 14th amendment
to the United States Constitution."

These activities are open to
all SJS students r.t the same prices.
Like other Winter Carnival
committees in the past, we of
the 1972 Winter Carnival committee are working very hard to
put on the best carnival possible.
For a change we’d like to see the
credit for success of this year’s
carnival given to those who really
deserve itthe students themselves.
Winter Carnival Committee

Mano a Man()
Ry Pedro Iario Michel
He who sees a need and waits to
be asked for help is as unkind as
be asked for help
if he had refused it- - Dante
Starting Friday, Dec. 17,1971,
La Raza Unida Party, the only
Chicano political party, will hold
a two-week Christmas registration
drive with participants all living in
a church. It is entitled, "Operation
Fuerza, Phase Two--Voluntarios
Por La Raza."
To be a Voluntario you must be
totally dedicated because you, will
be asked to give up your traditional Christmas by the fireside
and your New Years party to work
for the Mexican people registering
so that we can have some say in
in the government.
You will be housed in an old
church and will have to sleep in
bags on the cold floor. You will
have only frijoles to eat. You
will be on call 24 hours a day, at
the service of our people.
The Voluntarios will stay at
Our Lady of Guadalupe Church in
San Jose’s Eastside Barrio. You
will not be paid and your days
activities which include Christmas
day and Eve and New Years night
will be something like this:
Breakfast:(7-8) Since La Raza
Unida Party does not
have much money, you
will definitely not eat
bacon and eggs.
Please expect a very
spartan meal.

Leaflet:(8-12) During this time
you will leaflet the day’s
chosen precinct.
Lunch:(12-1) Frijoles y tortillas.
Study-Break:(1-4) For those
students who need
the time.
Dinner:(4-5) Frijoles Y tortillas.
Registration:(5-9)You will register or
birddog
the precinct that
wasleafleted in
the morning.
At the end of the two weeks,
the biggest party San Jose has
ever seen will be held. The time
has come for us to get off our
ass if we are to become a truly
viable political force in this, our
stolen land. BE A VOLUNTARIO
POR LA RAZAi
If you would like to participate
in the campaign of "VOLUNTAR10S POR LA RAZA," call 2598651, or stop by La Raza Unida
Party headquarters at 1656 E.
Santa Clara Ave. in San Jose.
If you can’t make it for the two
weeks but can help with food,
bedding, etc., let us know at the
above address or phone number.
May La Raza Unida Party succeed! May La Raza find its rightful place in the universe where the
Aztecs placed us, and not in the
grips of a fake and phony Christmas in America.
Que Viva La Raza Unida Party.

Open letter to president
Dear Dr. Bunzel,
As students of anthropology at
SJS, we wish to impress upon you
our extreme and ever-increasing
disappointment in the failure of
your administration to put a halt
to the proceedings against Dr.
Tusher Barua, assistant professor
of anthropology.
After three years of excellence
and devotion in the service of SJS
Dr. Barua is now humiliated by
the discovery that his credentials
and qualifications, which were
found to be quite adequate in
1968, are now being challenged.
This is not because any new
or unusual information has come
to light. The apparent reason for
this challenge is egotistical and
ethnocentric in nature: A "foreigner," educated in a "foreign"
university is not as qualified to
to teach "our" boys and girls as
is an AMERICAN educated in any
U.S. university.
Dr. Bunzel, we are talking
about a scholar who, after having
completed his graduate studies at
the University of Florence, and
after having performedpost-doctoral field work and research, instructed m a ste r and doctoral degree candidates at the University of Heidelberg (1967-68). By
questioning the legitimacy of Dr.
Barua’s credentials, we uniquely
challenge the accreditation of the
University of Florence and the
professional judgement of the senior faculty members and administrators at the University of Hei-

delberg and SJS.
Anthropology does not concentrate on the study of the United
States of America.
For this
reason, U.S. university trained
professors are not automatically
the most eminently qualified to
teach this subject. In addition to
his university background, and as a
native and student of Pakistan,
Dr. Barua brings to the classroom a more integrated knowledge
of the sub -Asian culture than could
any American professor, regardless of schooling.
Aside from his knowledge of
social and cultural anthropology,
Dr. Barua has gained an excellent command of the English language --merely one of at least half
a dozen languages of various linguistic families he has mastered.
As students, we are very grateful to have Dr. Barua teaching in
our institution. Deplorably, the
school’s gratitude has been expressed in a matter so unbefitting
a man of his proven abilities
that we can only offer him embarrassed platitudes and what may
tragically prove to be unwise
words of encouragement.
We demand a statement of
explanation. What are you doing
about this situation? Silence in
this instance, Dr. Bunzel, clearly
connotes endorsement of the proceedings.
Dan Carlin
A.S. 34534
and 269 concurring students of
anthropology.

"Would someone please swear in the witness?’’

Letters to the editor

Buck proposal supported
Editor:
Re the Dec. 14 editorial on Mike
Buck’s proposal for a Daily Spartan newspaper:
Fact --the 1970-72 general catalog states that prerequisites for
Spartan Daily staffers are Journalism 60A, B (newswriting) and
132 (editing). Nothing in it exempts
non -journalism majors
and
minors from these required courses; regardless of present policy,
the catalog statement is by state
law the official department position, until the catalog expires next
spring. Score one for Buck, minus
one for the Spartan Daily editors.
Fact --when I entered SJS in
the fall of 1970, one of my first
acts was to volunteer my services
as reporter or whatever else the
Spartan Daily needed to then editor Craig Turner. I had already
had a good deal of semi-professional journalistic exper i en c e,
was at that ti me a journalism
major, and felt that I could be
useful.
Turner, though he did
give me a few chances to write
for him late in the semester,
generally felt otherwise, ex-

plaining that his assigned staff of
approximately 50 upper -division
majors and minors was too big
already, and that there was little
or no room on it for lower division students, no matter how qua I i Score another for Buck.
fied.
While Buck’s proposal, like
most of his other brain st o r m s,
appears poorly thought out, to say
the least, and while the Spartan
Daily is unquestionably an excellent college publication, I definitely feel that this campus could
use a second regularly appearing
It would
newspaper as well.
provide an outlet for interested
lower division and non -journalism
students crowded out of the Spartan Daily, and to spur the present Daily on to even better coverage of SJS happenings.
I do not advocate that A.S.
Council cut back Spartan Daily
funds however. I do suggest that
the C ounc i I investigate establishing a serious rival to the
Daily.
Merritt Clifton
D29336

Head conveys wrong idea
Editor:
We are writing to clarify some
arguments over an article’s headline which appeared in the Spartan
Daily on Nov. 15.
The headline, "Club now identifies publicly with China," has
caused many hot discussions and
confusion among some students,
especially Chinese students. This
happened after the "Celebration of
the admission of People’s Republic of China into U.N.’ " an event
organized by the political committee of the Ch i nese Cultural
Club.
Chinese Cultural Club has
never identified publicly with the
People’s Republic of China. The
political chairman of C.C.C.
(Ming -Hung Ng) had made it clear
at the beginning of the celebration
that he was speaking for those
who attended the celebration, not
for the club.
We hope this letter, though

delayed, could satisfy those who
are confused.
Chinese Cultural Club
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The Civil Liberties Union brief
also suggested that "where black
militants are involved, prosecutors are too free and quick with
capital charges.
If the simple
lodging of a capital charge can
result in unconditional incarceration, then we have given government a neat and unrestrained tool
for isolating and punishing the
politically disfavored."
The defense in the Angela
Davis case has insisted that her
release on bail will go a long
way toward restoring the presumption of innocence which is the
cornerstone of a fair trial. It
is for . this reason that a major
campaign has been organized to
demonstrate popular support for
her release on bail. When Miss
Davis’ appeal will be filed in
Federal District Court later this
month, the appeal will be accompanied by petitions signed by over
350,000 people in the U.S. urging
her release on bail.
Several weeks ago the defense
moved for a change of venue
from Mann County to San Francisco. This motion was denied.
Instead the trial has been moved to
Santa Clara County which, according to the defense’s survey of public opinion inthesixNorthern
California counties, rated among
the least responsive to a positive
view of the issues involved in
the Davis trial.
Further, less than 1.5 per cent
of the population in Santa Clara
County is Black, approximately 15
per cent of the population is Chicano. Given the peremptory challenges open to the prosecution in
the selection of a jury, it is almost
certain that Angela Davis will
face an all -white jury.
Through the denial of bai I,
through the change of venue to
Santa Clara County, through the
general propaganda by the highest
instrumentalities of government
(including the President of the
United States who declared that
Angela Davis was "one of those
who engages in terrorist acts")
the contours of the prosecution’s
strategy for conviction should
come clearly into focus. It maintains a level of racist hysteria,
to sustain by any means neceasary
a presumption of guilt, in order,
that the trial proceed as a mere
formality to confirm what everyone is already supposed to know -that Angela Davis.is: guilty.
For if there is a real trial,
if due process is accorded Angela
Davis, if she were released on bail,
if the trial were held in San
Francisco; in short, if the presumption of innocence were restored, the clarity of her appeal
and the truth she would expose
would make conviction extremely
difficult. Indeed, the government’s
case against Angela Davis is entirely circumstantial.
Angela Davis is the victim of a
political frame-up. Her real
crime is that she is a Black woman,
an avowed Communist and an intellectual who put her whole self
where her ideals were. It was
precisely her commitment to the
defense of the Soledad Brothers
and her involvement in the movement which was beginning to expose an archaic, racist prison
system that specifically
occasioned the charges against
her.
Of her own trial, Angela Davis
writes: "I am charged with three
capital offenses - murder, kidnapping and conspiracy. My life
is at stake in this case - not
simply the life of a lone individual, but a life which belongs to
Black people who are tired of
poverty and racism and the unjust
imprisonment of tens of thousands
of our brothers and sisters. It
is this life, organically bound up
with the lives of all the millions
who struggle for freedom and justice, which stands to be extinguished by the State of California."
Further, Angela Davis has
affirmed her innocence: "I declare publicly before the court,
before the people of this country
that I am innocent of all charges
which have been leveled against me
I
by the state of California.
am innocent and therefore maintain that my presence in this
courtroom is unrelated to any
criminal act."
Only the most massive, militant, uncompromising and united
movement, embracing every progressive political tendency, led by
Black people in the first place,
can hope to win the freedom of
Angela Davis.
We urge you to join our protest at the Palo Alto jail (270
Grant Ave.) on Saturday, Dec. 18
at noon, calling for Angela Davis’
release on bail, and for her trial
to be moved to San Francisco.
4
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am, barn here comes George!
Ii

1.1

Photos by Dave Hillman
1.1

Krazy George brings his frenzied antics and
fabled drum to the Pasadena Bowl Saturday.
The city will never be the same again.

Five poloists win
All-America nods
"This makes us one
of THE water polo capitals," coach Lee Walton
commented after five of
his starters were named
to the NCAA All-American team.
Fred Belcher, Ken
Belli, Brad Jackson,
Mike Albright and Steve
Hamann were named to
the 21 man team, bringing the total of SJS water
polo All-Americans to
23 during Walton’s reign
with the Spartans.
Belcher and Belli recieved All-American
recognition last season,
but that was the first
time in SJS history that
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two poloists had been
named to the first team
in a single season.
Walton expressed
pleasure at the selections, and added, that it
was a little unusual to
have that many players
selected from one team.
"It’s particularly interesting because we
have a certain style that
enables us to have many
players score, while
most teams have the big
super player", he stated.
The Spartans recently completed their
season with a second
place finish in the NCAA
championships.

Tough holiday schedule
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Stanford next for cagers

By KEITH PETERS
Daily Sports Writer
After listening to
Ivan Guevara talk about
the SJS basketball team,
you get the feeling that
he is more than just a
coach.
He’s more like
a teacher.
Despite the Spartan’s
2-4 ledger, Guevara has
given his players passing marks for theirhard

Swimmers
set season
The SJS swimmers
open its season tomorrow at 3 p.m. against
Chico State College at
Chico.
The 15 -man team is
coached by former water
polo All-American Mike
Monsees.
He predicteda strong
area for the Spartans
should be in the free
style events.

work. But the real tests
are yet to come.
The Spartans will be
out to improve on their
marks as well as their
record when they open a
five -game roadtrip
against Stanford at Roscoe Maples Pavilion
Saturday at 8 p.m.
Following the contest
with the Indians, the ca gets will wing their way
eastward to meet
Creighton, Purdue and
Nebraska before returning to sunny California
to meet UC Davis Dec.
28 on the Aggies’ home
ground.
"We’re in a learning
situation this year,"
commented the firs t yea r coach.
"We’re
bound Lo make mistakes.
The thing we’re working
on, though, is learning
from these mistakes so
we can play together as
a cohesive unit."
While the cagers are
ironing out the wrinkles
in
Guevara’s new
system, they’ll be facing
the toughest competition

of the season.
the SJS freshman conBoth Nebraska and tingent will take a break
Purdue are perennial from action.
powerhouses with
Currently sporting a
Creighton just a notch 3-3 season mark followbehind.
ing a loss to the St.
"Stanford has a good Mary’s frosh Tuesday
team," Guevara added. evening head coach
"They are 0-3, but Dave Waxman will have
they’ve faced three tough hes crew back in acteams in Houston, USF tion on Jan. 3 .
and Santa Clara."
In order for the Spartans to stay in contention
during the upcoming
games, a drastic improvement at the foul
line will have to take
place.
The SJShoopsters
tornnasts from as
are currently hitting the far away as Oregon and
nets for a cool 55 per Washington will compete
cent while opponents are in the annual SJS Invicashing -in on 76 per tational tomorrow night
cent.
at 7 in Spartan gym.
Senior guard Don
Lead by all-around
Strong is the guiltiest men Steve Sinsel, Bill
culprit amokg th e start- Barnwell, George
ers, hitting only 44 per Hadres, and Frank
cent of his chances.
Saunders, the Spartans
While the varsity will will again be facing
be spending a majority of teams they met earlier
the holiday on the road, in the season at the Sa

110% DISCOUNTi
To all students with ASB cards and faculty

Fiat Renault Peugeot*
:NEW low as

NEW low

as

NEW low as

1799. 2399
499.
Complete line of used cars
All makes and models available
See the new Front -wheel drive R-12
The exciting Fiat 124 Spider Roadster
The economy and luxury of the 504 Peugot
:Bank Financing
5 1/2% Interest

Leasing
Rental Cars
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By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Sports Editor
All of the if’s, or’s
and maybe’s that have
plagued the SJS football squad during the entire season are gone.
Except one.
IF Dewey King’s
Spartans tackle the
Memphis State Tigers
Saturday in the Pasadena
Bowl, they will have won
complete vindication for
a program that has endured laughter and endless skepticism forl’h
long time. A loss
wouldn’t be healthy.
The crucial post season bowl will be broadcast to San Jose from
the Rose Bowl over
KREP-FM (105.7) beginning at 12:45. There
will be no television coverage in Northern California.
Concluding the
regular season with
record, SJS will
5-5-1
a
attempt to register its
first winning year since
Oddsmakers
1961.
have listed the Spartans
as four point favorites.
Although stuck with a
losing 4-6 record, Memphis State has apparently had more than their
share of bad breaks.
"Never have I seen
as good a football team
have as many bad things
happen as I have seen
happen to this team,"
Tiger coach Billy Mur-

0100P4

0

phy bemoaned recently.
"We’re not going to cry
over spilt milk, however. We got where we
wanted to go."
Murphy ranks 11th
among active coaches in
the nation with an 8638 record over 13 years
at Memphis State.
"Memphis State is a
very physical team and
they have pluer44 very
difficult schedule,’ King
commented about his
rival. "I know from personal experience in the
East that the Tigers
always recruit the very
best football talent
available.
ConcenksatikigT,Oli a
vicious ground game,
the Tigers are paced by
running backs Paul
Gowen .(581 yards) and
Ray Jamieson (527
yards).
The Memphis State
passing game is not quite
as effective, but Tiger
signal callers John
Robinson and Al Harvey’

c ramento Invitational
As many as 60 performers are entered in
several of the six events
with 34 gymnasts entered in the all around
category.
Admission is $1 for
adults and $.50 for students.

have an excellent receiver in wingback Stan
Davis (33 grabs).
All - American linebacker Dave Chaney and
his crew of tenacious
backers will once again
be the key to shutting off
the opposition offense.
Chaney sometimes manages to psych himself
and his defensive cohorts up to unbelievable
heights.
Offensively, the
Spartans are still somewhat of a question Mark.
QB Dave Ellis remarns
doubtful for the game
with a knee injury,
leaving the signal calling
to sophomore Travis Mc
Michael.
McMichael led SJS to
a 55-10 rout of Santa
Barbara to clinch their
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a 55-10 rout of Santa
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‘Half Fudge;’
jazz sounds

Kinetic sculpture

An electric carnival?

By CONNIE FUKUDA
Daily Fine Arts Editor
If there were such a
thing as an "electric
carnival," it probably
would resemble Vernon
Caron’s masters show in
the art building gallery.
"Vern’s
Titl
Arcs," the SJS graduate’s sculpture exhibit
consists of wired pieces
producing a wide variety of electric designs.
The display, taken as
a whole, has a carnival
atmosphere which tends
to have a come-on effect.
It is a well- known
fact that humans are fascinated by bright objects
(fire, and e le c tricity),

and this element is exactly what Caron’s
pieces thrive on.
Active participation
by the viewer is encouraged. One may regulate
the speed, for instance,
of a circular pinnacle
shooting off electric blue
sparks.
The artist has taken
unbridled energy and redirected and controlled
it into a necessary part
of his sculpture. This
can again be seen in a
piece where a metal
hammer clangingly
strikes a plate glass,
thereby making multicolored sparks.
One of the more in-

teresting Caron sculptures is a slanting diagdnal wire with a slowly
moving flame moving up
It.
Gallery viewers are
entertained as they
anxiously await for the
fire to pop the balloons
at the top of the wire.
By the way, showtimes
of this sculpture is 10:30
a.m. and 2:30 p.m.
Undoubt edly, the
exhibit would fall apart
if the plug was pulled
from the electric outlet.
But for now, the SJS
public might as well sit
back and watch the light
show, which ends tomorrow.

Two men on the loose
in Sierra Club book
By PAT HAMPTON
Daily Fine Arts Writer

"On the Loose," a
study of two young men
hiking and sweating
through deserts and
mountains, is a honest
and gentle look at free
spirits through pen an,
picture.
Published as a Sierra
Club-Ballantine Book in
a series which includes
almost a dozen other topics, the 120 -page book
is an ideal Christmas
present for a friend, at
$3.95.
Two brothers, Terry
and Renny Russel, explore the back waters of
Clear Creek in Utah and
the depths of the Grand
Canyon, sit by campfires
and sleep under an old
truck.
The color photographs --and a few in
black and white --tell of
beautiful moments at
nearby Point Reyes, Yosemite, the High Sierra
and other backyards of
nature. The text, printed in italic pen strokes,
is part Terry Russell
and part Mark Twain,
James Joyce, Thoreau,
George Bernard Shaw
and others.
In his introduction,
Terry Russell capsuled
the book’s essence in a

few sentences --"We live
in a house that God Built
but that the former tenants r e mode 1 ed--blew
it up, it looks like --before we arrived. Poking through the rubble in
our odd hours, we’ve
found the corners that
were spared and have
hidden in them as much
as we could."
There is little text,
but when it comes it is
pertinent and pointed.
The pictures are very
good, overall, mostly of
scenery and expounding
on the vastness of desert
sands and crested mountains under sections
titled "Triumph" and
"Tragedy."
The italic printing is
effective, but would have
annoying if the main feature of the book had been
words. Happily, the pictures say the most by
way of blue caves and
dying red suns.
It is a book for the
wanderer, the seeker of
something betterthan
chimney -smoke and
carbon dioxide. "On the
Loose" can be read and
reread many times
without losing its flavor
of simple enjoyment.
Russell wrote about
"Crazy kids on the loose;
but on the loose in the

Snap, crackle pop

A variety of "shapes" elecwilderness."
tricity
takes can be seen in
That makes all the
difference, it makes a Vernon Caron’s art show. A
tangible dream.
constant banging of one of

his sculptures and sizzling
sounds of electricity are some
of the added features of the
exhibit.

’He was alone. He
was unheeded,happy
and near the wild
heart of life.’
--James Joyce

series.
Here a lone climber, like
the Russell brothers, grapples with
nature and beauty.

Lemmon debuts as director

Kotch’ looks at old age
Over
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By TIM OSTERMAN
Daily Staff Writer
Walter Matthau and
Jack Lemmon have always been an effective
screen team.
It was Lemmon who
helped to initiate
Matthau’s co-starring
comedic movie fame by
co-starring with the virtual unknown in Billy
Wilder’s "The Fortune
Cookie" back in 1965.
In 1971 Lemmon is
still complimenting the
sour -faced comedian.
Now, however, he’s behind the camera.
Lemmon has turned
director while Matthau

The disenchantment
of an All-American jock.
STARTS
FRIDAY

"A WELL SPENT LIFE
Mance Lipscomb
Into his 70’s he
plays guitar and sings the blues.
Rock group
"Substitute".

WHO
comes

on

strong

with

Groupies who got
what it was like.
* :411/Amsmwm

090$ 0$JGY

DRIVE
HE SAID
A

YOU CAN’T ALWAYS GET
ANT
WHAT YOU
to Jagger tell

has turned super actor.
The result of the merger is "Kotch."
"Kotch" is a sentimental, but encouraging
look at old age. The
title character is a doddering, overly opinionated, extremely lonely,
but lovable senior citizen fighting a personal
battle against senility.
He searches desperately for a place to belong. A place he can be
with children ("My life
is ending while their’s
is just beginning"), assert hisindependence
and help people without
becoming the nuisance

1,m by

JACK NICHOLSON

often inherent with age.
In his tour de force,
Matthau reaches the pinnacle of his acting abilities. Every facial expression, physical gesture, and emotional re-.
sponse is right.
The role is doubly
difficult since Matthau
is only 51 (Kotch is well
into his 70’s).
In his directing debut, Lemmon moves the
film along and evokes
satisfactory performance form the secondary characters as well
as Matthau. The film,
as a whole, is reminiscent of
the Jack
Lemmon image.
It’s too bad that
Lemmon and his scriptwriter (John Paxton)
didn’t spend a little more
time tightening and enforcing a somewhat
jumbled script.
Basically, the story
follows Kotch as he is
gently eased out of house
and home by a loving
son and a dominating
daughter-in-law. After
intentionally "flunking"
out of the Sunnydale retirement home which his
relatives had selected
for him, he takes off on
FUNNY!
RUCK HENRY

"TAKING OFF"
Tonight at / & 10:20

Warren Oates in

TWO-LACIE
BLACKTOP
Tonight at 9 35

NICKELODEON

mery -like solos on side
two.
"Make it with You"
is Donaldson all the way.
His alto sax is played
with finesse in the opening statement and later
on. Mildred and Rosalyn
Brown, and Naomi
Thomas’ voices complement the musicians
nicely in this popular
cut.
Curtis Mayfield’s "If
The re’s Hell Below"
rounds out a delightful
side one, funkying along
with each player asserting his thing. Donald son’s brand of jazz is
realistic and down-toearth.
Joining Don Ellis,
Buddy Rich, Thad Jones
and many others is
Maynard Ferguson’s big
band presented by Columbia. This album is
quite a surprise and a
treat to listen to.
Believe it or not,
Maynard Ferguson (who
is he?) has a recording
of astonishing proportions. He’s taken nine
well-known tunes, molded them into his big band
format and produced a
whopper!
On trumpet, he often
swirls above the massive resonance of the
band, reaching limitless
notes, holding them and
fading off in the distance
as in James Taylor’s
"Fire and Rain."
His unusual treatment of "Aquarius" deserves a note. A sitar
accompanied by tablas
leads to some interesting solos, the baritone
sax being one.
Rejuvenating an
overdone tune is his
style.
"My Sweet Lord,"
"Your Song" and "Move
Over" are only a few of
the selections played by
a very innovative and
refreshing Maynard
Ferguson and band.

Asian film seen

Commn’ down
Two brothers with nature, man alone
in a world of canyons, are themes
for ’On the Loose.’ The book, ideal
for giving,is part of a Sierra Club

By D.J. SALVATORE
Special to the Daily
Reminiscent of Vanilla Fudge is Cactus’
"Restrictions" (At c o).
Drummer Carmine
Appice and bassist Tin.
Bogert, the leading forces in the defunct Fudge,
maintain the driving
rhythm which made the
Those
group famous.
moaning and misalIgned
background voices are
still there, too.
The title cut, like
most of the LP, is half
Fudge and half something else. Missing is
that dominating organ
with lead guitarist Jim
McCarty taking over.
Cactus’ sound would
have been more accepted
about three to five years
ago when the real heavies were at their peak.
"Guiltless Glider"
offers absolutely nothing
with a poor, drawn-out
guitar solo and the rest
of the band making no
sense at all.
Maybe the "red"
freaks will listen to this
stuff but the elders may
find the music a little
nostalgic and boring to
say the least. "Oldies
but goodies" on "half
Fudge" would be a much
more appropriate title
for this disc.
Lou Donaldson combines a driving rhythm,
female vocals, and some
fine jazz elements
(among them his pertly
played alto sax) in "Cosmos" (Blue Note).
Much underrated,
Lou Donaldson demonstrates his swinging jazz
touch in "The Caterpillar," a very well -arranged tune. Solos are
well placed around the
female vocals by
Essence.
Melvin Sparks winds
it out on the guitar adding a few wah-wahs now
and then. He also does
some fine Wes Montgo-

a lonely trip up and down
the coast in search of
his youth.
The old man ends up
playing nursemaid to an
unwed teenage mother in
Palm Springs before finally finding an exceptable niche in society.
Although the story
deteriorates into a few
forced, unbelievable situations that flaw the
film, it’s one of only a
few drawbacks.
"Kotch" is a human
comedy. The laughs are
quiet ones often kept to
oneself, but the film is
far funnier than the
pseudo -relevance of today’s typical "comedy."
In this era of cinematic
dreck, "Kotch" conjures
up memories of what
movies used to be like.

in C.U. tonight
disciples set out to
avenge the slaying. The
color film carries Chinese and English subtitles.
The Wednesday Cinema presents "Perforwith Mick
mance"
Twenty years after Jagger Jan. 5 and
Shih Yuan-Cheng is "Woman in the Dunes"
killed by a stranger, his Jan. 12.
The Asian -American
film series will screen
"Kingof Swordsmen
Kings" tonight at 8 in
the College Union ballroom. There is no admission charge.
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Cheap Thrills
By CORY FARLEY
Daily Feature Writer
We’ve got this feature editor here, looks about
long, straight hair,
16; you know the type:
Levi’s, I. Magnin hippie sweater, the whole trip.
The other day she comes over to me and says:
"I want you to write a Christmas feature,
something about cheap gifts or cheap thrills during
vacation, only don’t be disappointed if we don’t
print it because we probably won’t have room."
Motivation, that’s what I like. Fame is my
spur, and all that.
At
at.
Okay, here it is only a week ’til Christmas and
you’ve got a dollar eighty.
Registration isn’t
THAT far away, $82 down the drain, and you’re
going to have to come up with some kind of ChristAfter all, you can’t make
mas presents, too.
everybody candles again. They’ve still got the
ones you gave ’em last year.
There’s an easy and fairly cheap way out,
What you can do is make everybody a
though.
belt. This is the most basic form of leatherwork,
and even the rankest novice can make a goodMy first one took 45
looking one in an hour.
minutes and looks better than any other belt I
have.
First you have to buy the pieces and tools 48 inch long belt blanks, an inch and three-quarters
wide (the widest that will fit through Levi’s beltloops), cost about a dollar fifty. I bought mine at
the Leather Works in Palo Alto, but there are two
ot three leather shops in San Jose. Look in the
phone book.
Pick up a buckle or set of rings for each belt.
This is one area where you can spend some money.
Buckles start at around 80 cents and go high
enough to make your nose bleed. I saw one last
week for $350.
You’ll also need some leather dye (75 cents for
four ounces --enough for eight or ten belts) and
some rivets. The people in the leather shops will
tell you the sizes and everything. I like brown
dye best because you have a lot of latitude in
You can give it a quick
choice of final color.
wipe and get a nice nutmeg, or leave it on for
awhile and get a sort of Hershey -bar brown.
Practice on a piece of scrap, which most shops
give away to get the touch.
That’s all you really have to buy, but if you’re
not too broke, get a punch (75 cents), an edge
trimmer, and a skife knife. The punch is for the
holes for the buckle, the edge trimmer trims the
sharp -cut edges of the blank and gives a nice
finished look, and the skife knife thins the blank
where you sew or rivet two thicknesses together
so it doesn’t make a lump. You sort of ueed the
punch, but a razor and a steady hand can take the
place of the other two.
Now you’re ready to go. First, cut the slot
for the tongue of the buckle, then cut to length
and punch the holes. If you don’t know the size,
leave it long and finish it after Christmas.
If you’re using rings, you’ll have to cut off
one end of the blank and flop it over, then sew it
back on so only the smooth side shows when
Uncle Fred views the belt.
After you’ve made all your holes and cuts, but
before you attach the buckle or rings, trim the
edge (or don’t, it’s not that important) and rub on
the dyt.. Cie...plenty and keep it wet until you get
the cord you ’writ, ’Lien wipe it all off with a
Later on, it’ll buff up to a nice 10 -dollar
rag.
luster.
When thedye’s dry, put the buckle or rings
on one end, folejt over, and sew or rivet it down.
You can use a sewing machine if you have access
to one, but it’s pretty tough on the mechanicals.
Rivets are cheap and give a rustic air to the
finished product, and that’s what I’d recommend.
And that’s it. Even if you make just one belt,
it will be better and cheaper by half than if you
bought it. If you make three or four (which you
could do in two hours by overlapping drying time
etc.) the price goes down at around $2.50 each

Women’s
army theme
4

revolutionary
The
dance drama, set during
the Second Revolutionary Civil War in China
(1927-1937) will also be
shown in Engineering

\
AP
Bill Mattock

That Christmas mystique

These children from an SJS home
Economics training class are awestruck over Santa despite his flaws:
His penny -loafers protrude from his

boot pull-overs, his dime -store
beard is flat and decayed, and his
hair points out the back of his cap
like a George Washington wig.

Bunzers party: No Scrooge here
It was "Face the
Folks" time yesterday
for SJS Pres. John Bunzel as he hosted a
Christmas party for
campus staff members
in his office and the
adjacent hallway upstairs in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
The hallway was
jammed in the morning
session of the party, for
support staff: non teaching personnel such
as administratiors, admissions office workers, secretaties, custodians, etc.
In between nibbles on
a doughnut, Dr. Bunzel

greeted each visitor to
candle -lit office.
The
staff members entered
through the hall after
checking out the large
decorated Christmas
tree right outside the
president’s office. Yule
music added to the festive aura of the gathering, as staffers helped
themselves to coffee and
doughnuts.
"Scrooge is not
allowed," Bunzel said,
noting he doesn’t get a
chance to see most staff
members on campus.
"Some people have never
been up here," he added.
"How many oppor-

National tourney?
The fate of the SJS
Northern California
championship volleyball
team will be decided
today by the Women’s Intercollegiate Board
(composed of four physical education faculty
members and three department majors.).
The squad earned the
right to travel to Miami,
Fla for the n a ti on a I

tournament by winning
their regional event last
The trip would
week.
be funded by outside donations.
The Board, however,
must approve the trip
since it would be a major
policy change in the proWomen at SJS
gram.
have never competed on
a national level.

tunities do you get to
shake hands with the
president?" said Sally
Kobold, secretary in the
Student Affairs Business
Office, in reaction to
the party. "The only

AFROTC test
An Air Force Officer Qualification Test
(AFOQT) will be given
Dec. 21 and Jan. 8 for
all prospective Air
Force ROTC students.
The program provides $100 per month and
a two year scholarship
which includes full tuition, books, laboratory
and other incidental
fees.
In addition to passing the test one must be
physically qualified and
interviewed by a board
officer.
Additional information is available at the
AFROTC office.

Systems lecture
International
Programs, the official study
abroad program for California state colleges,
has a study program
available in Florence,
Italy, for the academic
year of 1972-73.
Contact Dr. Frederic
A. Weed in Business
Tower 456, ext 3072 for
information, applications and brochures.
International Program
office hours are Monday, Wednesday and Friday 8:30 a.m. to 10:30
a.m. and Tuesday and
Thursday 1:30 p.m. and
5 p.m.

contact Richard Blake well, 531-8806, or John
Dubois, 379-6083.

Tower List
Tau Delta Phi, SJS
men’s honorary scholastic fraternity, is maki n g preparations for
publishing the sixth edition of the Tower List.
The Tower List evaluates the teaching and
testing methods of various professors on campus by collecting responses from students to
questionnaires.
Volunteers are
needed to helpdistribute
the evaluation cards on
Seventh Street and in
various classes the week
of Jan. 3.
Any student or
campus organization interested in helping with
the distribution of questionnaires is asked to

Rumbling talk
Richard L. Suthet
land, an East Bay physician, will discuss,
"Choice:
the Human
Quantum," as it relates
to "Systems and the
Behavioral Scientist" in
a speech in the Business
Tower,
Room 116,
today at 7:30 p.m.
The speech, sponsored by the Society for
Cybernetics Systems

other time I’d seen him
was at the awards banquet in September."
"It means a lot more
to us than him, probably," she added.

Classes closed;
SJS stays open
Although no classes
will be held and most
SJS students will be
gone, many services at
SJS will be continued
throughout the Christmas vacation.
For those bookworms and last minute
term -paper writers, the
library will be open
Monday through Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The registrarsoffice
will also be open on the
same days from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
For those students
who have already done
their homework, the
C.U. Games Area will
be open from noon to
midnight daily exceptior

Campus News Briefs
questions they would like
to have appear on the
questionnaire.

132 at 7:30 p.m
The movie denion
strates the Chinese peo4
ple’s struggle to seize
political power. It also
suggests that revolution;
is the only means for an oppressed people to will
political power and achieve emancipation.
Admission to dance
drama, which is soon,
sored by the Chinese
Cultural Club, is 25
cents for club members
and 75 cents for the public.

The description of
the birth, growth and
maturing of a women’s
lied Army is the theme
of the Chinese movie
"Red Detachment of Women" shown tomorrow
at
1:30 p.m. at the
College Union Umunhum
Room.

and the Cybernetic Department, is open to the
public and admission is
free.

the Christmas and New
Years weekends. The
rest of the College
Union, including Student
Affairs Business Office
and the A.T.’’Print Shop,
will be open Mon. -Fri
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m

Moscow wedding
for SJS couple
Some couples prefer
small, quiet church weddings.
And then there
are others who like ’em
a little different.
Nan Leschinsky and
Sterling Savely, two S.%
seniors, definitely fall
into the latter category.
Their wedding ceremony will be performed
in Moscow, at the capital’s Wedding Palace,
with an interpreter present to explain to the
couple the vows they will
take.
Nan, 23, is a history
major and plans to work
with Sterling after they
graduate as a team specializing inSoviet-American trade.
A business major,
Sterling remarked that
the U.S. has started to
push trade with the Sot -

iet Union. hoping to increase the amount from
$2 million to $2 billion
by 1975.
Nan thought of the
Moscow wedding after’
looking into the possibility of joining a tour
of the city and of Leningrad, organized by SJS
professors John Barr
and B.J. Scott Norwood.

EUROPE
$220. - $275. WI.
From West Coast F’1,
One Way From $125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and theOrient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP-SJSC Members

PI SCEAN WATERBEDS
1830111 San Caries 214-1455

Can title
to Royce

and

THE PI SCEAN
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Royce Hall has collected
1,420 cans.
coming out on top in
the dorm canned goods
drive competition.
The cans will be dis tributed to needy families in Santa Clara
County.
A trophy, donated by
the Salvation Army, was
presented to Royce Hall
at a dance Thursday,
Dec. 9 in the dining
commons.
Washburn Hall came
in second with 850 cans.

ON COMPLETE WATERBEDS:
KING - QUEEN - DOUBLE

37.00

27.00 TraN
COMPLETE BED INCLUDES;
MATRESS-FRAME-PAD-SAFETY LINER
HEATERS REDUCED TO ,20.00

EN.1

(Pit

ler 100’4.’4 "It
InrNNIII1 MENC:CIONIEPICI

A.S. funds poll
Robert E. Wallace,
Assistant Chief Geologist for the Menlo Park
Branch of the U.S. Geological Survey, will discuss Earthquakes with
the SJS Geology Department today at 1:30 p.m.
Dr.
Wallace’s
lecture will be held in
DH318 and is open to
the public.

ertaietliarazizigibicumooctsLi Ibisel)
.r;

q.1 cot*,
If you thought bluegrass music
was for addicts only, you’re in

peon

THE YOUNGBLOODS
GOOD AND DUSTY
This is Raccoon Records’ finest The
Younghloods. The lineup of tunes looks

for a pleasant surprise with High

like a rock ’n roll revival, ltd by some new

Country. winners in two cate-

Youngbloods hits. "Stagger Lee

gories of the Topanga Canyon

How Strong My Love Is." "Willie and the

Old Time Fiddlers Convention,

Hand live," "Let the Good Times Roll’

Topanga, California. The Prize.

make up the revival part of the album and
new songs by less’ Colin Young, let fete’

Winning Band High Country
makes championship music on
Raccoon Records.

"That’s

Cain and toe Bauer lill out the LP to mak,
stone of Raccoon’s living room studio best
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CRAB TUNES/NOGGINS
Mori It,.111 lb,
ti
their livis,i room studio. Featured on this al,
born are foe Balm and Banana of the Youngbloods
I he title of the album is in fact a function ill the
,,ings contained therein since Crahtunes’Nogams
hos "Crabtunes" numbers I-6 and "Noggin Mr...mots" numbers I-4
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CHARTER FLIGHTS
995 Market St.. San Francisco. Calif 94103
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Study abroad
The Student Opinion
Poll Committee has sel
ected two topics for upcoming polls. One poll
concerns allocation ()I
A.S. funds to instructionally related pro
g ram s; the other poll
concerns student satis
faction with services
rendered bycampus
offices.
Students and faculty
are urged to call Miss
Mara Southern, ext.
2432, to suggest possible

r

rdluted for Raccoon In %ono firm Record. Ike foodohle on Inver,
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New C.U. title awaits SJS status

The proposed name
change of the College
union to "Student Union"
has reached SJS Pres.
.John Bunzel’s office but
is awaiting action pending veritication of the
university status bill
which may change the
college’s name.
Robert Martin, dean
of student services, forwarded the proposal
from the College Union
Boardof Governors
(CUBG) to Executive
Vice President Burton
Brazil.
The board is a recommending body to Dr.
Bunzel and its decisions
require his approval before they become offi-

BOB FELLING

Christmas spirit?

Everybody talks about
peace and good will at
Christmas. Some American businessmen, how-

ever, scent to have something else on their minds.
This display can be found
in alocal department store

’Joaquin’ author raps
Rudolf() "Corky"
Gonzales, author, teacher and Mexican -American organizer, will
speak at San Jose High
School, on East Julian
Street near Highway 101,
tonight at 8 in the school
gymnasium.
Gonzales wrote "I
Am Joaquin," a book
about the life of the Mexican bandit, Joaquin
Murieta, from which a
movie of the same name
was made.
The former lightweight boxer will discuss the politics of AztIan (the southwestern

U.S.) and the creation
of La Raza Unida party.
In addition, the program is scheduled to
include Frances Escalante, chairwoman of the
Community Alert Patrol
and Jorge T. Acevedo,
chairman of Chicano
Studies, UC Berkeley,
both speaking on aspects
of the Aztlan community,
as well as the Chicano
theater group. Theatro
de la Gente.
A registration drive
for La Raza Unida will
be conducted throughout
the two-week Christmas

Celebration at 7
Folk dances and folk
and revolutionary songs
will highlight the Iranian
Student Association’s
celebration of Meregan
In the Intercultural Center of the New Wineskin
10th and San Fernando
tonight at 7 p.m.
Mehregan, an Iranian
peasant’s holiday, celebrates the first day of
harvest season and the

GAS
Regular ’94Ortane

269,,
/10
28/’)/10

Ethyl 100.0ttane

Serve Yourself
And Says
Cigarettes 35(
1’rices subject to
change without
notice

PURITAN
OIL CO.
10th & Taylor
6th & Keyes
4th S. William

PAR
nom

Of stout j

defeat of the cruel Iranian King Zahak.
Admission is $1.50
and the program is open
to the public.

KSJS
Yule time
special
KSJS is presenting
a four-hour Christmas
special starting at 6 tonight.
The program features:
6-7 p.m.--Handels’
"Messiah"
7-8 p.m. --"National
Federation of Blind special," a series of commentaries with Christmas songs.
8-8:30 p.m. --"Christmas in the Philippines,"
a program exploring
Christmas customs and
music of that country.
Sponsored by the Lutheran Layman’s League,
the program will include
a special interview with
Philippines president
Ferdinand Marcos and
first lady Imelda.
8:30-10 p.m. --"Sounds
of Christmas," moderated by Brian Prows.

Even Santa
clifip
recommends

break at the Old Guadalupe Church on Kammerer Street in eastSan
Jose.
Other speakers into night’s program are
Ernestina, Garcia,
speaking on the women of
Aztlan, and Rudy
Madrid, SJS political
science student.

Honda
heist
reported
A Honda 90 motorcycle is listed as stolen, an SJS Campus Security report alleges.
Steve Shapro, Allen
Hall, #118, left his cycle
in the receiving entrance
to Allen Hall Monday
between 10:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m., Security
contends.
He returned and noticed the bike gone. The
Security notes that
Shapro believes the bicycle was carried away.
The report asserts
that he had removed the
accelerator handle from
the bike and had locked
the front end of the bike
with a chain.

Queen vote soon
Seven semi-finalists ing will be done by stuhave been chosen in the dents who have purchasannual Winter Carnival ed the $2 discount packet to Winter Carnival.
queen contest.
The winner will be
The seven women
are:
Barbara Parks, chosen just prior to Winsophomore; Denise ter Carnival which will
Falconio, freshman; be held at Squaw Valley
Judy Lawrence, fresh- from Jan. 23-28.
Discount packets will
man; Tricia Galloway,
sophomore; Joanne go on sale Jan. 3. The
Peterson, junior; Jayne packet will give students
Pa 1 m qui st, freshman; lodging in the Olympic
and Ann Devries, fresh- Village at $65 apiece
(three to a room) or
man.
Four finalists will be $70 apiece (two to a
chosen in January. Vot- room.)

Sparta Guide
TODAY
BIO-PHOTO CLUB, 1:30 p.m., Sci. 142.
Steve Lucas of San Jose Equipment Service will
talk on repair and maintenance of photo accessories.
SPARTAN CHINESE CLUB, 8p.m., C.U. Ballroom.
Free movie.
GRAD SCHOOL SOCIAL WORK, 12:30 p.m. to
3 p.m., Building BB (Seventh and San Carlos
streets).
Fresno Chicano MSW’s recruiting.
JASO, 1 p.m., C.U. Montalvo. Discussion of next
semester’s event.
CHI ALPHA/UPPER ROOM, 7:30 p.m., 434 E.
Williams. Plans for Christmas caroling.
DRAFT COUNSELING available in Building K
during Christmas holidays. For more information
and appointments phone ext. 2128.
ANTHRO CLUB, noon, C.U. Almaden.
IRANIAN STUDENTS, 7 p.m., Mehrgan (celebration with food and entertainment).
Admission
$1.50.
CMAA, 1:30 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
SIMS, 8 p.m., C.U. Guadalupe.
BABA!, 8 p.m., C.U. Montalvo.
FASA, 7 p.m., C.U. Almaden Rm. A.
FRIDAY
"RED DETACHMENT OF WOMEN", movie presented by Chinese Cultural Club, 1:30 p.m. in
C.U. Umunhum and 7 p.m. in Eng. 132. Admission
75 cents.
CAMPUS AMBASSADORS, 9:30 a.m., C.U. Diablo.
CHESS CLUB, noon, C.U. Almaden.
IRANIAN STUDENTS, 1 p.m., C.U. Costanoan.
SATURDAY
INDIA ASSOCIATION, 7 p.m., Morris Dailey Auditorium. Indian Film with English subtitles shown
CHI ALPHA/UPPER ROOM, 8 p.m., 434 E. William.
SPART \ TH 1% El, MART
Still has tirline Seats
To Southern California
For Christmas aeation

ofr

cial.
The CUBG passed the
proposal at its June 24
meeting after it was initiated by A.S. Pres. Mike
Buck.
The board reaffirmed its decision at
the Oct. 5 meeting after

considering the $1,000
cost of the change.
Martin pointed out
that if SJS’ name is
changed, the present
union name would have to
be changed anyway.
lie said there is

"some optimism"the
college may know before
the new year what SJS’
new name will be, clearing the way for some action on the College Union
proposal.
Buck brought up the

Spartan Daily Classifieds
PISCIAN WATERBEDS- -1850 W San
Carlos 194-1455 Just West of the
King Omen $24, Twin $18,
G.
Safety Liner 52, Frames $14. 10
veer guarani. on all beds. Also
Weber Soles. modern furnoturt Wild;
Ask about our NRO policy.
RIOS
264-1455
SHAKLEE
Ecelogicolly Sawed:
Home Cleaners Basic H, Basic L
Food Supplements Instant Protein,
plain & with powdered cocoa beans
Cosmetics. beauty aids & personal
cre ottims
Phan. 297-3164
John & Mary Rhoades
CARE TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT
THE PROBLEMS? P/R mgr B arthsts needed for new recycling center But. c/o Recycling Ass. of Amer.
Owns 281-9103w, 371-8440.
WANTED-- Someone to drive my car
to
the Denver area 961-11963
evenings

FREE XMAS TREE with every complete king size bed Ague Snooze
Peter Beds. 1415 The Alameda 2163544 12-8 Mon
Sat

1 GIRL TO SNARE turn flat in house
w/2 others. Own huge bdrm 190/rno
275-0230 Sue or Terri

WILL THE GUY who thinks he has my
bike please call beck No gimmicks!
No questions asked, Pauline 286-6597

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 354 per
posnd. Any arnosnt Ph 293-2954

NEED SECOND for 2 -bedroom apt
Away from campus $65 per/mo
Call Bab 297-8598

FRIDAY FLICK Jan 7th Funny Girl
7 & 10 p.m. Morris Daily Aid. 500
edmission.

IIILLY HEAD SKIS 800 Metal -Gies.
203 cm Now No bondongs ever mounted.
tinder 1 year go
$125
Ph 967-3827

2-81)M. FURN. APT. 1/2 tilk front
campus ()wet Ideal for serious students ,$190 per/we Utol. Intl 2870701 anytime

POTTERY: The Shingle Mill, Felton,
Calif. Call Bruce 335-7334

ILLNESS AND JOB TRANSFER
FORCES SALE 2200 sq ft Executive
3 year oldmodern conternporery custom country home on one acre with
magnifscsent view In beautiful condition
3 bdrm 2 both, built in bar,
6 sliding glass doors, beamed ceiling
throughout the house 853,500 00 Call
259-3019

II MM movie camera, B414 model 70 -DL
25 nun I 1.4 Cook 1..1
Anestigmat lens. Filming speeds 11,
16, 24, 44, 64 Cps. New price $400.
Now $295. indl. tripod, case & lights
Call Oasts 296-1111 ext. 72.
HART SKIIS, Length 111" with:Imitable
tyrolean safety binding. Good cond.
155.00 C-Il 297-2822
SKI BOOTS-MEWs buckle koflach.
Like now.
Size 1-9 1/2, $60, also
Treviso Ital.en buckle boots. Size
11-11 1/2 $25 Call 286-1812.

LAST EDITIONS EVER MONOMIALS!
Get REED, SJS’s only creative arts
magazine -the cream of student fiction,
poetry, and photography, Just 500 per
issue. or 804 for both.

ESPANA Steel Strong III 21 Fret.
New, excl. cond.
Retail:
Guitar
$140, Cs. $34. Both for $115. Call
Dave: 377-7374.

SPARTAN TRAVEL MART NOW OPEN
Lowest air fares, charter flights, convenient campus location, downstairs
in the College Union.
Call us at
287-2070 or stop by our office. Free
flight bag for first 100 passengers.

IMMACULATE 4 SIMMS., 1 bath
home. 4 blks. from $US L rip rrns,
basement, 2 car detached garage.
Back 2 bdrms with kitchennette.
$32, 950 MidIdeal for rental.
town Realty 732-3500

CAR RALLYE, STANDORD SHOPPING
CENTER in Palo Alto) Saturday, December IS, by SPOR T IN LIFE - -$3.00.
Any car and Beginners welcome. Start
anytime between Hand 9 p.m.

SKIERS! I gotta beautoful pair of
Lange Comps flit $100 Call Jim
275-1596 after 800 P M.

GARAGE SALE: Bring crafts. House12/18 &
hold goods, clothing, turn
F ’adroit Sara
12/21. 10-5 pm
987-1712

virrs

FRIDAY FLICK JAN. 7th FUNNY GIRL
7 & 10 P.M. Morris Daily Aud. admission 500
LII

I 1 ir

.

BICYCLES - Matching men dwoman’s
, gen. lights,
3-speed with kiddie
tacks, $25 each 257-6567
NORDICA SKI BOOTS, women size
7 1/2 W.
Almost new, $25 Call
297-2822

or

30 X
poster made from any photo
Great gifts
or slide in 1 day. $5
& decoration. Super shot, 353 Meridian, 265-8831
NORDICA SKI BOOTS -- Buckle Size
9 med. Good cond. $20 or best offer
Call Gerry 793-2049

1660 VALIANT STATION WON. Slant
6 R/H. Runs OK. Good student car
Used daily. $175 287-9420

205 HEAD DIE Ex cond. w/o bindings
$35.
3 -speed Steyr girls 26" bike
Brand new $47 Call 295-2669

Good cond

FOR SALE: BELL STAR HELMET.
Brand new
Se 7 1/4
549 95
Call Tony 344-9953

1914 VW BUS Kono shocks camber
compensator Rebuilt trans extract. exhaust $1100 firm Call Boil 2564954
1914 VW BUS Porsche 1603 Engine,
rediels, tires, tuned exhaust. Must
sell $625 or best offer Ph 551-1879
THE ELEVEN YEAR CAR 66 VOLVO
122$. Great shape, auto. radio heeler
new paint, 77,000 mo $995 217-3481
Rm ¶1069. Dole
63 VW. Body damage. Good rebuilt
243-9632
engine, good tires $150
or 243-7105
’67 BMW 1109 Michelin radials,
clean, 48,000 moles Needs some
clutch & trans wk 51.075 See
Or Montan,. Psych Dept or call
269-9365
’63 COMET CONVERTIBLE
& R
Ex cond Shan, interthr
Runs good PI3 & PS $200 CII
Joe, 9644497 or 326-4350 1,4713
DART STATION WAGON - Good cond
R & H Nw tires, shocks, battery.
brakes. $203. Wing Chair, like new
$60. 264-8061
’60 FORD FAIRLANE.
Runs good
$150 Call John at 287-7463 or drop
by at 133 E. Reed.
45 FALCON FUTUNA Metallic blue
standard, very cit., break overhaul,
new tires $500, Appr
5650 mpg
226-4689
’80 VW CAMPER with tnt fully
equipped factory engine end trans.
$660 or best offer.
Everything gd
266-9974
’66
MUST SELL BEFORE XMASI
Dart GT Air, AT, PS, RH, 2 yr
warranty & 2 yr FREE oil change
$1100 Andy 256-1657
111 DODGE. Automatic transmission
$250 287-4829
BSA 660. 1968
150 miles on proff
rebuilt wig 2 new carts excellent
condition $875 294 9759

FEMALE/MALE: Share house w/2
others Own rm $70 1/3 util 4 mi
from SJS Must be neat Seriously
No pets.
Roo
251-0151 2-4 pm
or after 9 pm
HUGE I BEDROOM ideal for roommate
Recreation room, swim pool 620
S 9th St
ROOMMATE WANTED: Shane 2 bdrm..
2 bath apt. Pool tables, pool, sauna.
gym
All for $79/mo
Call Mon.
thru Sun. before 100 pm 984-4783

’71 HONDA 350 SCL w/holmet, s. bar
0 chain. Excellent cond $675 2938636 after 430 p.m.

’69 KAWASAKI 500 CC
$500 369-8389

INS FEB. 1st: Need 3 girls
to share Ir.., turn., house on S.
12th $50/mo.
Call Minim or Jean
293-6205

DOWN SL EEPING BAG, used only twice
275-9598
Originally $70, now $40
ADORABLE COLLIE-KESHOUND female puppy
Sable. 8 weeks, $20.
259-4450
PENTAX H 3v 35mm camera with
Originally 4290
55mm f 1 8 lens
Honeywell light meter
Now $135
and case included Esc cond D
275-0596
HOP VCAN1ID .4
COLLEGE ORIENTED CORPORATION needs attractive shapely coed
for mu -paid model whose pictures
will ippear in nationally distributeC
CORegiale art calendar If interested
send bikini picture immediately ti
COLLEGE WORLD. Inc 4144E Gen,
Rood, Tucson. Arizona 55712

LARGE 1 & 2 bdrm op. Porn, or
Unfurn. No children or pots 5blocks
283 E Reed & 7th
from campus.
Phone: 298-2006
1 or 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed
single.
for clew c.d house $57
240 5 12th 289-8387
$42 -double
Avail now
NEWLY REMODELED room withkitch
prov for rent. 4 blks to SJS Very
clew end quiet
Non-smoker only
$115/mo. 287-3125
YOUNG PHYSICIAN requires place to
rest while covering night call Rent
by month. will pay telephone costs
plus good fee for place to sleep
(4151347-3232
2 BRUNFURNISHED,2blkstoCollitgo,
145 N 6th SI Si $135 00ph. 225-9367
FOR RENT -- 1 row $45 Straight
P eople Share house. Call Barbara
after 5 p.m. 247-2597 8 moles from
school.
FRIDAY FLICK on Jan. 7th "FUNNY
GIRL" 7 & 10 P M. Morris Daily Aud
$00 admission.
3-BDRM APTS. Pool. ASK. Shagcarpet, paneled.
SU deposit return
record
Look before you decode
470S Iltn Phone: 287-7590
3 -BEDROOM 2 Bath house to share.
$80 per mu Split util
Near Hwy
174 Trimble Rd Ph: Tom, 282-2147
1 or 2
CHRISTIAN GAL NEEDS
Christian r.rnies to share lovely
2 bdrm apt near campus $75 or
$50 respectively 326-9421
ROOMMATE WANTED male orlemole
Modern apt Furnished, 2 blks from
Call 292-0453
SJS
Rent $55/mo
k
FOUND: medium sized gold tabby cat
near Home En Bldg Loud purring
Call Mary at 253-9900

DRIVER WANTED 30% to SO.: corn
mission good earnings 9 11 AM
Tropical Ice Cream Co 356 Mont
gornery St 297 4225
NEEDED! People who want to bother
themsely. Part or full time work
Unbelleveble opportunity C I I 24714154 275-0120
WAITERS, BUSBOYS imp weekends
Must be able to speak Chinese Waikiki Village 15465 San Jose- Los
Gatos Rd Los Gatos 356-9164

LOST! A plastic zipper hog containing
gold key case If found please return
to College Union lost and found
TO WHOEVER BORROWED my statics
Book by Merriam in E 334 f Moot
¶030 on Tu. Dec 7, PLEASE
RETURN IT. I can’t afford to replace
Rudolf Salto 732-6155
Thanks’

F1e501101.,

WANTED: Reindeer with red nose to
play lead in cbmbo Must apply befere Doc. 26. Call K Kringle.
WOMEN STUDENTS, Howlowismscent *Ara Christmas U hooting um two party Won. You invite friends,
mighbors & awn 25% of all soles.
Iacono& U opWe give portal
portunity. Call 2116-4496 6-7 P.M.
for party reservations and oiler.
EARN WHILE IN SCNOOL 6300-8500
per me Campos roprosontativa for
resume forwarding service Flexible
hours
For full information write
National Resume Services, P 0 Box
1445, Peoria ILL 51801

I MAKE CAST GOLD AND SILVER
wedding bands and other jewelry, II
one of a Sind
If you have unusual
dessres in this area call me at 3548804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George Lerimore
JOBS EUROPE guerent.d& salaried England. Sw teeerland. year-round,
young people 11-21 General help 1st
class hotels For details &application
send 61 00 to Man Europe Dept C
Box 44196 Panorama Cott Clifornth
91402
$0 REWARD: Brow.tSchwinn Girl’s
bike stolen from in front of Cent
Hell Call Pauline 2116-6597 No
Questions

NEED sonsoon to change trans on my
’6111 VW during Christmas vac
No
perry -builders
Ph 253-9155, Gory
YIN YANG WATERBEDS San Jose’s
first and oldest waterbed store invites you to compare quality, stirric, end price when buying your
waterbed
Call us anytime or stop
o.r any afternoon or evening Just
blocks from 615 at 403 Park Aye
corner of Dolmas 296 1213
BEAUTIFULLY DEVELOPED ROOMING HOUSE. with separate private
cotton.
A chance to live tor free
and earn considerable yearly equity
1-1/2 blocks from campus 489 S
78, St Ph 293-1656
LARGEST SELECTION of current,
used paperb.ks. records and books
1/2 price Guilty books & records
purchased
Top prices paid- cesh
or trade
Lots Of CielliCis fiction,
supplementols, desalts RECYCLE
196 So 2nd SI 21111-8275
THE ’MEAN
35 S 48t 1/2 block north frorn
library King -queen complete beds
$4400 Double 342 00 Twin $33 00
F runes $14, liners $1 healers $35
10 year pthrantee on all
and up
Also water sofas, madam
beds
organic furniture, tapestries Mellow sales people 36$ 49, 287.7030

NEED BREAD? Thousands need your
whole blood and plasma. St 00 Bonus
with student ID on first visit California Blood Bank Foundation, 35
Almaden Are lOpposite Greyhound
Bus Station! Phone 294-6535

FEMALE Vocalist wanted for estab293-38:2 or
lished Rock Group
781 71137

POETRY WANTED for anthology Include stsern pad envelope. Idlewild
Press. 11075 Olympic, Los Angeles
Calif 10321

FOR RENTI I, 2, 6 3 bdrm Apt
waw carpets, ASK w/pool $115 $150,
$1110 p/rno
Centrally located 3
miles from commis lust off Aimed.
Expry 2445 Auto.... Or Mgr Apt
II, No children or pets Unformatted
Call beilor I PM 266-1613 Quiet
area, conducive for studious inch. dials

UNPLANNED PREGNANCY? Cell
Birth Control Institute 2117-3467
LAST EDITIONS EVER NOW ONSAL E I
Gel REED, 5.15t only creels,o arts
magazine -the cream of student fiction,
poetry, and photography, lust 500 per
issue, or 800 for both

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms w ith k itch.
pro., From SOO 99 Sc 9th and 278
Across utmost, Park mg
So 10111
Phone
or 295-9514

JACK
Kith

als-ssm

MARRIED STUDENTS Quiet, specious
2 bedroom opt W/t. carpets Built., eminences
Fleeted pool Lots of
cebinet space $150/mo 486 S 5th el

Howard’s Crystal Creamer
Steak Dinner - $1.95
7th IL Santa Clara

.-Air::,-4-‘fr-.:

x.

December 17 Early Evening and December 18
Early Morning Flights
From San Jose to Los
Angeles, Burbank and
San Diego. ReturnFlights
On Jan. 2. First Come,
First Serve!

NANCY GIFFORD: I neve a math on
you Is that cat your boyfriend or what
I forgot my assignment on purpose
coveSHY

LAST
EDITIONS
EVER NOW
ON SALE, Get Reed, SJSs only
creato. arts magazine the crwrs,
of student fiction, poetry. and photo
graphy, lust 500 per issue, or
800 for both

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Rick Reernussim
from a silly rabbit end a blue Due

Diewnstair in College Unien
217 2070
.
14.1 ro. 9 la S 30

AUTO RISURANCE- No drive. re
Low Monthly Rate, Quick
fused,
Rale Contheroson
low cost MOTORCYLE INSURANCE
Annual Coversge up to 100cc $28.00,
to 126 cc 030. to 175 cc $34, to 330.
$38, to 750 cc $44 David Towle 2413900
RENT A TV OR STEREO $10 per
mobth,
ice, no contract
Eschi’s 251-259$
TYPINGTerm papers, etc , experienced and fast
Phone 269-1674
EXPERIENCED THESISTYP1ST Electric -Masters -Reports Mar oanne
Tarnberg 1924 Kerns A. , San Jose
Telepisone: 371-0395
FAST, ACCURATE, experienced ty
post, can edit Four miles from campus Mrs. Aslanien 298-4104
PHOTOGRAPHY DONE: Weddings,
copying, brochures, banquets, enter tethers. portraits DJ -275-0594
EXPER., FAST, Accurate Typing
Editing
Ex -English Teacher, IBM
Electric Typewriter Call Mary Bryn. at 244-6444, after 530 PM
SPEED READING -We parent. to at
least double your speed with over
80% comprehension. Learning Foundations 296-3224
Clean those dirty rugs & shine those
dull floors before the holidays Not
more then hour ...to have clean
& dry rugs Call alter 2 00 al 2.0225- Very reasonable
FLUTE LESSONS
Cynthia Creswell
253-0454
MATHEMATICS TUTORING: Robert
M. Vogt, PhD., Mathematics For most
courses at Matt Phone: 377-7184
WILL TYPE papers neatly & accurately.
Call Lone 286-1569 btwn
10 aM - 10 pm
TYPING
Term Papers, Manuscripts.
Double Spaced Page S SO
Single Spaced Page Si 00
4574471

etc

TYPING IN MY HOME. Fast, accurate, minor editing Mrs Baxter, l330
No Bascom Avenue, Apt 010 Phone
244-6581

FLYING 300147 Your TWA Campus
Rep Uri.. Freeman can help you
Fly at 1/3
Maim your GETAWAY
all with a TWA YOUTH PASSPORT
and take up to 24 months to pay with
fr. TWA GETAWAY CARD Can
287-9666 for into or 29711700 for
reservations
EUROPE -ISRAEL - EAST AFRICA
One way and round trip student Ilsghtt
Inexpenssx student canwsng tours
throughout West and East Europe. including Russia SOFA &spent for in.
student charter flights
Contact ISCA 11687 San VicentBled
Suite se4 L A Calif 90040 TEL 12131
826-5669
TRAVEL MART NOW OPEN
charter flights, conLowest air
venient campus location, downstairs
Call us at
in the College Union
287-2070 or stop by our office Free
flight bag for first 100 passengers
PASADENA *OWL Charter Bums 520
Round trip 259-4758 or 2117-17139
RIDE WANTED So Oak Nebr area
to SJS by Jan I Can snare driving
and expenses Cis, Greg at 275-05*
FLY to PASADENA. $25 C011inlerCial
pilot has room forthom more season gars Return Sunday 217-6302, Bill
LOST: PUPPY; brown with white patch
on chest
4 mons old 40-45 lbs
160 S 12th St

LIKE
RINGING
25,000
DOOR
BELLS
294-6414

rue

nisnsirn
Thief Imes
Tu. do,
3 limes

SPARTAN
TRAVEL MART

I love you, . Strongheerted

ROCK CONCERT
Music by Epp.
Clyde and The Bubblegurn P.., Jour
B ldg Kens Room, Nov 31. usual time

CLASSIFIED RAM

o’

new union name because
he feels since students
financed the building’s
construction and now finance its operation by
the A.S. activity fee, the
name should reflect this
sponsorship.
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